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ABSTRACT 
This paper gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a linear factorization of a 
matrix polynomial A(X) = A,X + A,X’-’ + . . + A, in the form (A,X - L,)(l,X - 
L,_l) . . . (1,X - L,), in terms of the strict equivalence of two pencils associated to 
A(h). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several papers [Z-6] have been written on the factorization of a matrix 
polynomial. In [2, 3, 5, 61, the relationship between the spectral properties of 
the manic matrix polynomial L(X) = IX” + A ,A”- ’ + . . . + A, and the 
spectral properties of roots of the corresponding equation L(Z) = Z” + 
A,Z”-’ + . . . + A,, = 0 are studied with the aim of factorizing L(X) into 
linear factors. In [4] the problem of the linear factorization is related to a 
similarity condition linking the block companion matrix and a block upper 
bidiagonal matrix. 
As far as we know, no necessary and sufficient condition has been given 
on the linear factorization of a nonmonic matrix polynomial, and this paper is 
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devoted to providing such a condition by using a similar approach to that of 
[41. 
Throughout, IF will be an arbitrary field; ff[X] the ring of polynomials 
with coefficients in IF; IF”‘” and lF[X] mXn the sets of m x n matrices with 
elements in IF and F[X] respectively. A(X)=A,X’+A,X’-‘+ ... +A,_,X 
+ A, denotes a matrix polynomial such that A i belongs to IF ” Xn, i = 0, 1, . . . , t, 
and nothing about the regularity of A, is assumed. We denote by C,(A) the 
following nt X nt matrix: 
C,(A) = 
0 1, 0 . . . 0 
0 0 I, ... 0 
6 0 0 . . . r,, 
-A, -A,_, -A,_z ... -A, 
C,(A) is the block companion matrix of the matrix polynomial obtained from 
A(h) by changing A, by the n X n identity matrix I,. We form the 
following pencil: 
.~$~(h) = diag(Z ,,,..., I,, A,)A -C,(A), 
where I, appears t - 1 times. 
It is well known [2, p. 1861 that there are unimodular matrices P(X), Q(A) 
belonging to IF[,]“‘~‘~ such that 
wGft(~>Q(~>= 
1 
’ 
That is to say, dt(h) and 
A(X) 0 
0 Zn(t-1) 1 
(1) 
are equivalent X-matrices, and therefore they have the same invariant factors. 
As in [2], we will say dt(X) is a linearization of A(X), and we call it the 
companion pencil of A(X). 
On the other hand, it is well known [l] that two pencils &(A), 9?(h) 
belonging to F[hlnXm are strictly equivalent if there exist nonsingular 
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matrices P E IF”‘” and Q E Fmx”’ such that 
PSs?(X)Q = .4?(X). 
So, if &(h)=A,+A,X and .%?(X)=B,+B,X, then d(X) and 62(X) 
are strictly equivalent if and only if 
PA,Q = B,, 
PAzQ = B, 
for some nonsingular matrices P E IF “xn and Q E lFmX”. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
If A(X) = (AJ - L,)(Z,X - L,_ i) * 
the following block-bidiagonal matrix: 
L, I, . . 
0 L, . . 
J,= ‘: 
i- 
; 
0 0 . . 
0 . . 
(Z,X - L,), then we denote by Z, 
We can associate with A(X) the following pencil 
where I, appears t - 1 times. This pencil will be called the bidiagonal pencil 
of A(A). 
We start with the following 
DEFINITION. Let A(X) = A& + A&-’ + . . . + A,_$ + A,, Ai E 
IF “Xn, i=O,l,..., t. We say that A( A) is completely factorizable if there exist 
matrices L1,...,LIEff”X” such that A(X) = (AJ - L,)(Z,X - L,_,) . . . 
(Z”X - L,). 
In this way, if A(X) is a completely factorizable matrix polynomial, we 
have two different pencils associated with A(X), namely, its companion 
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pencil -pP(X) and its bidiagonal pencil 5Yt(X). Our aim is to provide neces- 
sary and sufficient conditions involving relationships between .&*(A) and 
Yt(X) in order for A(h) to be completely factorizable. We start with the 
following necessary condition: 
LEMMA. Let the matrix polynomial A(X) = A,X’ + A,X’+ ’ + 
... +A ,_,A + A, be completely factorizable in the form (A,X - L,) 
(1,x - L,_,) . . . (InA - L,). If dt(X) and zt(X) are the companion and the 
bidiagonal pencils of S’(X), then they are strictly equivalent. Furthenrwre, 
there exist two block lower triangular nonsingular matrices P, Q E IF ntXnt 
such that their principal diagonal blocks are I, and 
Proof. We are going to prove this lemma by induction on t > 2. 
If t = 2, then putting 
p=[ _;,,, ;] and Q=[; ;I7 
it is easy to see that PdS(X)Q = pELz((A). 
Now we assume that the lemma is true up to t - 1, and we write 
A(X) = A,$ + A$-’ + . . . + A,_J + A, 
= (A,X - L,)(Z,X - L,_l) ... (ZJ - L,) 
= (AJ - L,)(ZJ-‘+ B,h’-2+ ._a + B,_,) = (AOh - L,)B(X). 
Let us put B(X) = (Z,X - L,_l). . . (Z,A - L,). Then 
- A, = L,Bt_l, 
- A, = - A,B, + L,B,p,, k=2,...,t-1, 
-A,= -A,B,+L,. 
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If 
1, 0 0 . . . 0 0’ 
0 1” 0 . . . 0 0 
p,= : : 
0 6 0 . . . r, 0 
AoB,_, A@_, A,B,_, ... A,B, 1, 
and 
cl 0 0 . . . 0 0 
0 1, 0 . . . 0 0 
Q1= ; f ; 
0 0 0 . . . z; 0 
-B,_l -Bt_2 -Bt_3 ..a -B, I, 
it is easily seen that 
P,diag(Z,,..., I,,, A,)Q,=diag(z,,...,I,, A,) 
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where 
By applying the induction hypothesis to B(h) = (Z,,X - I,_ I) . . . 
(Z,X - L,) we have that there exist two block lower triangular matrices 
Pz, Qz such that their principal diagonal blocks are I, and 
P&t-,(B)Q, = h-1. 
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4!n(t- 1)92 =L,t- I)’ 
That is to say, P; ’ = Qz. Now, taking into account that Pz is block lower 
triangular with I, in the (t, t) block entry, we have that P,E = E, and 
therefore 
Hence, if 
P= pz 0 I 1 Pg' 0 o z > II PI and Q = 91 o I 1 z ” 
then P and Q are block lower triangular nonsingular matrices with I, in the 
diagonal block, and verifying (2). 
Now the lemma is proved. D 
This lemma enables us to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1. ILet A(X) = A&’ + A,X”-’ + . +. + A,_,X + A, be a mu- 
trixpolymial, A+ffnX”, i=O,l,.,., t. Then A(h) is completely factoriz- 
able in the fnm (A,A - L,)(Z,h - L,_,) ’ . . (Z,X - L,) if and only if there 
exist black lower triangular nonsingular matrices P, Q E IF ntXni such that 
their diagonal blocks are I, and verifying 
where -al,(X) and 5$(X) are the companion and the bidiagonal pencils of 
A(X) respectively. 
Proof. The necessity has been proved in the previous lemma. So we 
have just to prove the sufficiency. 
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Let P, Q E lFntxnt be block lower triangular matrices with I, in the 
principal diagonal blocks, such that 
P-%(h)Q = =%(A). (3) 
Let us write 
(AJ - L,)(Z,X - L,_r) . . . (ZJ - Z.,) = A& + D,X’-’ 
+ ... +D,_J+D,=D(X). 
Then the theorem will be proved if we are able to show that Ai = Di, 
i=l t. >.*., 
By the lemma, gt(h) = diag(Z,, . . . , I,, A,)X - C,(D) and yt(X) are 
strictly equivalent, and there exist block lower triangular matrices P,, Q1 E 
IF ntxnt, with I, in the principal diagonal blocks, such that 
P+'t(~)Q,= %9 (4 
From (3) and (4) we have that 
Pdiag(Z,,..., I,, A,)Q = &big{!,,: . . . . I,, A,) 
WA)Q=Jt 
P,diag(Z,,..., Z,,A,)Q,=diag(Z,,...,Z,,A,) 
VtQ,=Ct(W 
From these relations we can see that 
P,Pdiag(Z,,..., Z,,Ao)QQ1=diag(Z,,...,Z,,A,), 
V'G(A)QQ,=G(D)~ 
(5) 
(6) 
where P,P and QQr are block lower triangular matrices with I,, in the 
principal diagonal blocks. It is clear that (PIP)-’ and (QQr )- ’ are matrices 
with the same form. 
Set P,P = (Xi,) and (QQr)-’ = (Y,,), i, j = 1,. .., t, where 
if i<j, 0 if i<j, 
if i=j 
and Yij = 
Z, if i=j 
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From (5) and (6) we have that 
4l 
X 32 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
1” 
43 
1” 
and 
I, 0 ..- 0 
x2, I, . . . 0 
x,, x3, * .- 0 
x,, x;, . . . I, 
0 1” 
0 
0 
I,__ 
L 
1” 
From (7) we conclude that 
xij = Yij, 
and 
*o_ 
A”_ 
I, 0 ... 0 
Y 21 I, ... 0 
Y . . . 
31 Y,, 0 (7) 
itI it2 * . . I,, 
0 I, ..* 0 
0 0 . . . 
-A, -A,_, ... -A, 
. . . 
. . . - 
y32 *.. 0 . (8) 
i=2,...,t-1, j < i, (9) 
X,j = *oYtj 7 j=l ,...,t-1. (10) 
And from (8) we have that 
Y,, = 0, i=2,...,t, (11) 
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and 
Yij = xi_l, j-1’ j=2 ,..., t-l, jci. 
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(12) 
Then from (9), (lo), (ll), and (12) we can see that 
Yij = xii = 0, i=2 t ,..., > j<i 
and therefore Ai = Di. Now the theorem is proved. n 
THEOREM 2. Let A(A)= A,X+ AJ-‘+ . . . + A,_J + A, be a mu- 
trix polynomial, Ai E lFnx”, i = O,l,. .., t. Then A(h) is completely factoriz- 
able in the form (AJ - L,)(Z,A - L,_i) . . . (Z,X - L,) if and only ifthere 
exist two nonsingular P, Q E F”‘x”’ such that 
(i) P = S’T,, Q = T,S, 
(ii) Pdt(A)Q = P!:(A), 
where T,, T, are block lower triangular matrices with I, in the principal 
diagonal blocks and S is any matrix which commutes with ZJX). 
Proof. Let us assume that there exist P, Q E lF”‘x”’ verifying (i) and (ii). 
Then Pdf(X)Q = 6p,(A) implies that S-‘T,&‘t(X)T,S = LYt(X), and so 
Tidt(X)Tz = S$P,(A)S-’ = 6p,(h), because S commutes with zt(h). Thus, 
T,s4;( A)T, = pt( A), where T,, T, verify the conditions of Theorem 1. There- 
fore A(X) can be factorized in the form (A,A - L,) . . + (Z,A - L,). 
Conversely, if A(X) =(A,X - L,)(Z,X - L,+i). . . (Z,A - L,), then by 
Theorem 1 there exist block lower triangular matrices T,, T, E FntX”~ with I, 
in the principal diagonal blocks such that 
Let S be a nonsingular matrix which commutes with g,(X). So 
SJi$( A) = L?J X)S and Yt(X) =S-13t(X)S. 
Therefore S- %4(WsS = ( ) 64 X . If we put P=S-‘T, and Q=l’,S, then 
Pdt( x)Q = Tt( X) with P and Q verifying the conditions of the theorem. m 
REMARK. If A, = I,, then Theorems 1 and 2 give conditions for the 
factorization of Z,X + A,??-’ + . * * + A,_,X + A, in terms of the similarity 
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of C,(A) and J1 by means of either a block lower triangular matrix or the 
product of any nonsingular matrix which commutes with 1, and a block lower 
triangular matrix. 
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